Bias in estimates of variance components in populations undergoing genomic selection: a simulation study.
After the extensive implementation of genomic selection (GS), the choice of the statistical model and data used to estimate variance components (VCs) remains unclear. A primary concern is that VCs estimated from a traditional pedigree-based animal model (P-AM) will be biased due to ignoring the impact of GS. The objectives of this study were to examine the effects of GS on estimates of VC in the analysis of different sets of phenotypes and to investigate VC estimation using different methods. Data were simulated to resemble the Danish Jersey population. The simulation included three phases: (1) a historical phase; (2) 20 years of conventional breeding; and (3) 15 years of GS. The three scenarios based on different sets of phenotypes for VC estimation were as follows: (1) Pheno1: phenotypes from only the conventional phase (1-20 years); (2) Pheno1 + 2: phenotypes from both the conventional phase and GS phase (1-35 years); (3) Pheno2: phenotypes from only the GS phase (21-35 years). Single-step genomic BLUP (ssGBLUP), a single-step Bayesian regression model (ssBR), and P-AM were applied. Two base populations were defined: the first was the founder population referred to by the pedigree-based relationship (P-base); the second was the base population referred to by the current genotyped population (G-base). In general, both the ssGBLUP and ssBR models with all the phenotypic and genotypic information (Pheno1 + 2) yielded biased estimates of additive genetic variance compared to the P-base model. When the phenotypes from the conventional breeding phase were excluded (Pheno2), P-AM led to underestimation of the genetic variance of P-base. Compared to the VCs of G-base, when phenotypes from the conventional breeding phase (Pheno2) were ignored, the ssBR model yielded unbiased estimates of the total genetic variance and marker-based genetic variance, whereas the residual variance was overestimated. The results show that neither of the single-step models (ssGBLUP and ssBR) can precisely estimate the VCs for populations undergoing GS. Overall, the best solution for obtaining unbiased estimates of VCs is to use P-AM with phenotypes from the conventional phase or phenotypes from both the conventional and GS phases.